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ABSTRACT 

This work deals with the description and interpretation of the mode of origin and paleogeographic 
implications of spherical and highly-elongated concretions round in non-marine sandstones of Sykia and 
Lithinais area re peclively, in Sitia district. E. Crete. The studied concretion mu t have grown after 
depo ition of the host rock, presumably by precipitation of calcite from groundwater actively moving in 
the direction of the regional ub urface drainage. In addition, concretions are confined to specific horizons 
within sequences deposited under low or moderate seclimentation rates. 
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1. [	 ROD CHON 

Sykia ection is located along the road from Sykia viUage to Maronia village, in Sitia distri t, E. Crete 
(Fig. I). Thi section, which is 70 m thick, represents a transgre sive sequence of facies ranging upwards 
from non-marine through marine low energy shoreline sccliments to fUlly marine deposit (Skopi 
Formation sensu GRAD TErN, J973, Tortonian age). Concretionary tructures are common in the lowe I 

part of the equence being dominantly calcitic. The secliments unconformably overlie pre-Neogene 
limestones and flyschoid rocks of the angassa series (GRADSTErN, 1973, P TER .1985). 

The aims of this work are 1) to describe and interpret the sediment logical features of Sylda section in 
Sitia di trict and 2) to describe and discuss the mode or origin or concretions found at the basal part of thi 
:ection. ]n addition. thi paper document the pre ence or hi hly-elongated concretions in non-marine 
sandstones and examines the paleogeographic implications of their preferred orientations. 

2. SEDIMENTARY FACIES ANALYSIS 

A preliminary study of the ykia section has been performed by D RMlTZAKIS & DRINIA (1996). 

The studied ection (Fig. 2) has be n divided into six lithofacies, ea hone identil'ied by its field aspect, 
phy ical and biological tructures, grain size and lithology. The order in which these are described is in the 
typical upward trend seen in til section. 

A. Braided -stream conglomerates: This facies can e de cribed as a small-scale, fining-upward 
sequence (I-2m), consisting of a composite unit of conglomerate overlain by pebbly sandstone. These 
conglomerate rest dire tly on the basal unconformity of the Alpine basement. The beds are tabular, flat
based and laterally continuous.They are crud Iy stratified, clast-supported, with ub-angular to ub
rounded clast, and commonly well-sorted and graded. The pebbly sandstones which occur at the top of the 
conglomerates, sometimes display an ero ive base. 

The andstone are horizontally to cross-stratified and normaUy graded and vary in thickness from 30 
to 40 em. The texture and stratification of the c1ast- upported conglomerate strongly uggest a stream
now origin. Evidence for streamflow pro esses in the conglomerate include framework upport and the 
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Fig. 1: The study area around Sykia section. 

crude fining upward trends of individual units. The pebbly sandstones were probably deposited during 

waning flood tages. 

IJ. Transitional to marine facies: Thi. facies con ists almost' entirely of light brownish grey, fine-grained. 

lithic sandstones which are pebbly in places. The sediments arc partly unconsolidated except where they 

have been cemented by calcite. Beds are tabular to wedge shaped and quite thick; cour and fill tructures 

are rare. Trough-cross stratification and horizontal lamination are the main sedimemary structures but 

ripple-laminated beds are also present. A braided stream environment has been deduced for thi facies. The 

most remarkable feature of this facies is the presence of spherical to oval or oblong and slightly flattened 

parallel to the bedding concretions, which range In size from 10 em 10 approximately 50 cm along the 

longest diameter Fig. 3). The concr tions are usually composed of carbonate. However, they are 

occasionally argillaceous or siliceous. They range in colour from brown to gray, are usually dense and 

hard, and they have a distinct petroliferous odor when fre hly br ken. The bedding in the andstone bends 

or' flows" around the concretion both above and below. 

C. Shoreface sandstones: This facies I characterized by thick (generally> I m), mas ive and commonly 

bioturbated sandstone units. The sands are poorly to moderat Iy-sorted, containing gravel pockets and 

lenses, plant debris and lignite fragments. Thin units of wave ripples are partly intercalated. This facies i 

interlayered wiTh laminated. well soned very fine sand, which contains abundant mollu c ros il fragments. 

Massive sandstones can be formed either by rapid deposition from suspension, penecontemporaneous 

deformation or by bioturbation. Pebble trains indicate traclional process. whereas lignite fragmenl, 

'uggest slow suspension sedimentation. The shallow marine-type mollusc fossils, wave ripples and lignite 

fragment indicate that deposition occurred near river mouth draining to shallow-marine environments. 

D. helf deposits: This facies consists of bluei h grey silts and marls which yield mollusc fauna. Fragment 

and well preserved fossils of oysters, bivalves, echinoderms. gastropods and foraminifers have been found. 
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Partly, there are, harp-based sandstone beds which are normally graded and completely bioturbated. Based 
on its fine grain d, bioturbated and fossiliferous character, this facies is Interpr ted as on'shore marine 
d posits formed on the low energy parts of a shallow shelf. 

. Stann influenced shelf: ThL facies is represented by intensely bioturbated silty 'ands and sandy silts. 
They contain some hallow marine molluscan shell, Interbedded sands contain parallel lamination and 

current and/or wave ripple cross lamination. ome medium bedded sands have a convex up, lenticular 
geometry and contain trough cross lamlnalion and minor hummocky eros stratification. Moderate to 
intense bioturbation is common. Inrense biorurbated silty sands and sandy 'ilts are common in a 'hell' 
environment influenced by torm events. 
F. Hererostegin8 sands: TIlis facies is round capping the section and con tirutes a special interval within the 
shall IV marine deposits. ithin the e Hereroslegina ands there are scattered Echlnoid~ ( lypea / f) and 

Pectinidae. According to KTDW LL (1989, 1991) and BANERJE & KIDWE L. (1991), these kind of 
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Fig. 3: The concretionary fluvial sandstone of Sykia section. 

deposits represents high rates in shell production. These assemblages are formed during low sedimentation 
rates and have been reworked dUring repeated storm events. 

3. TIME OF CON RETION DEVELOPMENT 

It appears that the concretions formed by intermittent precipitation of calcite in roughly concentric 
layers around a nucleu . 

Concretions are mad up of detrital material surrounded by authigenic microcrystalline and/or sparry 
carbonate, with the crystal size of the carbonat commonly reflecting the grain size of the host sediment 
(GAUT[ R & CLAYPOOL, 1984). The conventional model for concretion zonation and precipitation is 
concentric, in which carbonate is progressively added to the outer edge of the grOWing concretion; 
consequently early zones are at the center and late zones near the outer edge. 

A number of recent studies, however. indicate that concretion structure and growth may not 
eXclusively follow the conventional concentric model discussed above (HE Y & KNAUTH. 1985; 
HOUNSLOW. 1988; FEISTNER. 1989; MOZLEY, 1989. 1996; TAYLOR, 1989; MOZL Y & 
HO RNLE, J99<J; .HART et al., 1992; JORDAN ec 81., /992; M ZLEY & CAROTHER , 1992; 
HUGGETT, 1994). These workers suggest that late-stage and early-stage cements precipitated throughout 
[he concretion, indicating that early cementation was incomplete, and that significant porosity and 
permeability remained to allow precipitation of late-stage ements in the concretion interior. 

Ln our case, complex zonation has not been noted. There ar two possible explanation for this 
observation: I) complex zonation does not exist in sandstone concretions, or 2) complex zonation exists, 
but has not been noted because only a few detailed studies of sandstone concretions have been carri d out 
(e.g. MCBRIDE, J988). In addition deflection of laminae within and around the studied sandstone 
concretions suggests that the central portions of the concretions were cemented b fore the exterior 
portions (fig. 10, e.g. NEWBERRY, 1873' TOM [EfF, 1927; CUrTO, J957; RAT WELL. J971; 

RISS ec 81., 1988). 
As far as the very Widespread and abundant occurrence of concretion in sandstones is concerned. 

there eems to be liltle doubt of a syngenetic or early diagenetic origin. According to TARR (1921), the 
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physical relationship of the containing sandstones to the concretion is clearly one of envelopment during 

deposition or while the 'ediments were still in a very plastic state, He point out that it would b 
impossible alter lithification of the sandstones to aggregate the calcareou material into a concretion, or to 
obtain the very distinctive physical relationships that exist between the sands and the concretions, 

The manner in which the sandy strata "flow' around the concretions also indicates early concretion 

development, and SUbsequent compaction of the oh fluid-bearing muds around them. 
Sedimentation rate appear to have a strong control on the growth of the concretions (SCOTCHM 

1989), According to S OT HM (1991) concretions are confined to specilk horizons within sequence 
deposited under low or moderate sedimentation rates. In particular, the concretions occur commonly as 
distinct horizons where the bed thicknesses indicate a relatively low edimenration rate. Otherwise in the 
sequence, where deposition was under high sedimentation rates, concretions are relatively rare. 

4. THE OR. NTED CONCR TlONS OF LlTHINAlS AREA 

Highly elongated sandy concretion are found into loose sandy deposits along the trackroad in 
ithinais valley (Fig. 4). ands are nne to medium grained and ross-stratified. Scattered subrounded to 

round d p bbles are forming lense and pockets. In the basal part of th outcrop there is 25-30 cm of clast
supponed stTeam-f1ow conglomerate similar with the on observed in Sykia section. 

Fig: 4. Highly-elongated concretions in Lithinais area. 

The highly elongated concretions are shaped like rods and thin blades. All concretions have lightly 
tapered and rounded exposed ends. Presumably, the rounded nd represent the natural ends of the 
concretions, but the oncretions are friable and their ends may have been modified by wind erosion. The 
concretions are fragile. They project several cm from OLltCropS that have been eroded by wind and gravity. 
Concretions'excavated and removed from outcrop have lengths of up to 30 cm. There is no evidence of the 
nucleation site of concretions. Concretions have remarkably uniform orientation . 

This type of elongated concretions in sandstones is very rare and of controversial origin. The presence 
of aligned concretions in beds with diiTerem types of stratification (parallel lamination, cross-beds) 



[ndi ates that sedimentary stru tures do not control orientaLion of the concretions. Deviation from 

spherical shapes have been explained as the re uJt of differem growth rates in different directions because 

of permeability anisotropy (e.g. DEEGAN, 1971; GLUYA , 1984) or inhomogeneous primary distribution 

of carbonate where cementation occurs by diffusive processes (BJORKUM & WA D RHAUG, 1990). 
Many researchers tried to explain the origin of the elongation of these concretion (SCHULTZ, 194 L, 

PJRRIE, 1987. JOHN ON. 1989, RErLL & HO LEZ, L977, THEAKSTO E, 1981, MCBRIDE et ai.. 
1994).Most of them agree the concreti ons developed their elongati on by growth parallel with the direction 

of groundwater now. 

S. CONCLUSION 

Spherical [0 oval concretions in Sykia section and highly elongated concretions in Uthinai area, ar 

fund into fluvial sandstones. 

The concretions in the slUdy area must have grown aI'ter deposition of the host ro k, presumably by 

precipitation of calcite from groundwater actively moving in the direction of th regional subsurface 

drainage. 
In particular. the highly oriented concretions presem in fluvial sandstones could constitute a useful tool 

for rellabl inferring the regional palcos1ope and paleo-groundwater now directions. 
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